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relaxations in respect of those compartments as appear té bco
justified, having regard toall the circumstances, provided that the
aftermost compartment and as many as possible of the forward
compartments (between the farepeak and the after end of the
macliinery space) shaHl be kept within the floodable length.

Reguhtion 6
Special Rules concerning Subdivision

(a) Where in a portion or'portions of a ship the ýwatertight bulkheads arc
carried ta a higher deck than in the remainder of the ship, and it is desired
ta take advantage of this higher extension of the bulkheads in calculating the
floodable length, separate margin Ues may be used for each such partialn
of the shlp provîded that-

(i) the sides of the ship are extended throughout the ship's length ta
the dock correspondiug ta the upper margin line and ail openings
in the sheil plating below this deck throughout the length of the
ship are treated as being below a margin Une, for the purposes Of
Regulation 13 - and

(ii) the two campartments adjacent ta the " step " in the bulkhead deck
are each within the permissible length corresponding ta tliCit
respective margin Unes and, in addition, their cambined Ieugtl
does flot exceed twice the permissible length based an the lowOT
margin liue.

(b) (î) A compartment may exceed the permissible length determined by the
rules of Regulation 5 provided the combined length of each pair of adjacenit
compartments ta which the compartment iu question is common does 'lot
exceed either the floodable length or twice the permÉissible length, whiclheve
is the less.

(ii) If ane of the two adjacent campartments is situated inside tue
machinery space, and the second is situated outside the machinery space,~
and the average permeability of the portion of the ship in which the secOIid
is situated differs from that of the machinery space, the combined length Mf
the two compartments shall be adjusted ta the mean average permablitY
of the two partions of the ship iu whlch the conipartments are situated.

(iii) Where the two adjacent compartments have dit rerent factors of su*
division, the combined length of the two colnpartments shail bc deternhined
proportionately.

(c) In ships 430 feet (or 131 metres) in length and upwards, one of tI%
main transverse bulkheads abaft the fore peak shall be fitted at a distac
from the forward perpendicular which 18 flot greater than the prisbe
length.

(d) A main transverse bulkhead may be rccessed provided that all P0ýS
of the receus lie inboarci of vertical surfaces on bath sides of the SP
situated at a distance from the shell plating equal ta one-fifth the breadth ô
the ship, as defined lu Regulation 2, and measured at right angles ta h
centre Une at the level of the deepest subdivision loadlue.

Any part of a zecess which lies outside theso limits shall b. deal itb
as a step in accordance with the folwing paragraph.


